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Why they deserve no respect:

I have proof I have contacted all known authorities http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?v=518189658259998&set=wb.100002069048072&type=3&theater with any jurisdiction over these matters; in all branches of government on a local, state and federal level telling them of my personal eyewitness accounts of hospital homicides and cops so corrupt they not only let mass murderers go free (the videos on www.blastthetrumpet.org may be large but medical evidence is presented and other video evidence is presented that these things of which I testify are deliberately taking place); they use their positions to coerce sex acts from guilty women instead of arresting them. (rapists; even if it is in the interest of the women to acquiesce to such debasement in order to keep from going to prison; these practices of threatening lives of families, husbands and children to coerce gang rapes from officers in uniform, unfortunately is a worldwide problem; (the evil NWO looks at these kinds of crimes as "throwing their dogs a bone") and when I initially testified of the attacks on my life; I thought the mass murdering doctors and nurses here locally was some kind of rarity or perhaps some small group testing a sample population as a prelude to more extensive extermination procedures. But what I discovered was that the United States has been involved with eugenics http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nsAd8qY2LQo and "population management" http://www.blastthetrumpet.org/iTestifytheTRUTH/popman.wav for decades! Forced sterilizations, tens of millions of abortions (think about that alone, that their exists doctors and nurses so cold-blooded they can literally rip infants limb from limb, just for money, and not just a few of them but so many that these kinds of people have committed infanticide by the hundreds of millions worldwide to date http://www.numberofabortions.com/; so it shouldn't shock people when I tell you that in my research doctors and nurses have been murdering adults for organshttp://www.google.com/#fp=13d6aa3a7d487f41&q=illegal+organ+harvesting for decadeshttp://www.whale.to/a/null9.html here in the USA and around the world and not just a few here and there but in the USA alone an estimated 20 million victimshttp://www.ourcivilisation.com/medicine/usamed/deaths.htm have been slaughtered in local hospitals http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/39961.He_Came_to_Set_the_Captives_Free under everyone's noses since euthanization practices began decades agohttp://www.webdc.com/pdfs/deathbymedicine.pdf ; by lying groups of mass murdering doctors and nurses http://chriskresser.com/medical-care-is-the-3rd-leading-cause-of-death-in-the-us, targeting such persons of dysfunctional families, no close ties to friends and relatives, (trying to keep their malpractice costs down, wrongful death suits), https://www.facebook.com/notes/michael-swenson/depopulation-by-intent-or-accident/544721958940101 and if anyone inquires they of course pretend they did their best to save the personhttp://www.mtpinnacle.com/pdfs/psycophaths-at-work.pdf but the person died
prematurely anyway, or if an investigation miraculously occurs they usually use an intern or some trainee to administer the actual cause of death (like incompatible blood transfusions, drug overdoses, intentional administration of allergic causing substances, suffocation by shutting off intubators, all of these are common methods used in murdering "patients" and all of these methods, if actually discovered, the murderers claim were done accidentally; stop believing these LIARS! they stick their noses in the air, charge wages dozens to even hundreds of time what we, the oppressed, slave masses make, and then when busted, ask us all to believe they're so incompetent that they commit thousands to millions of "oopsies" constantly http://www.kevinmd.com/blog/2006/07/dr-anna-pou-hurricane-katrina-and.html, http://edition.cnn.com/2007/US/08/26/hospital.grandjury/; resulting in life-long injuries; and premature deaths now in the tens of millions here in the USA alone!) because the public is held in ignorance of our participation in eugenic fascism for many decades now http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eugenics_in_the_United_States, http://hnn.us/articles/1796.html, https://www.google.com/#fp=13d6aa3a7d487f41&q=american+eugenic+ties+to+nazi+germany and because of the tendency of psychological denial, they just cannot imagine that NWO satanic death squads would be functioning in local hospitals worldwide http://www.whale.to/a/dean.html (*overt means those they were forced to document; many millions more go undocumented) killing adults; even though the whole world knows these people are evil enough to slaughter and tear infants limb from limb. Worldwide euthanization http://www.lifenews.com/2012/06/14/pro-lifers-to-protest-worldwide-euthanasia-conference-in-switzerland/ (the evil NWO couches it as voluntary but the involuntary has been going on in truth for decades and causing population declines (increased death rate)https://www.google.com/#fp=13d6aa3a7d487f41&q=population+declines+in+europepractices) are responsible for a radical increase in death rates; especially in landlocked European countries; yes, even Great Britain. The hellish reason I discovered the evil boldness of these people is not just due to the factors of controlled media http://theeconomiccollapseblog.com/archives/who-owns-the-media-the-6-monolithic-corporations-that-control-almost-everything-we-watch-hear-and-read, and public psychological denialhttp://psychology.about.com/od/theoriesofpersonality/ss/defensemech_3.htm, but that governments not only have not been prosecuting the mass murdering doctors and nurses; but are in fact the reason they exist! http://theunhivedmind.com/wordpress3/abortion-and-sustainable-development/, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_O-KJzRR7u4&list=PLuDnahAxFeWJkoEn3bDIQ4OZ_Chc6aN-9

When I finally understood, why higher officials were not helping me by years of research into these topics; when I finally understood why the cops had raped my now ex-wife and participated in the loss of my estate and letting all the wicked persons involved go free; I began my public efforts of letting the whole world know at once; regardless of consequences to myself. Some might ask why am I only hearing about these things as through this effort right now? It is because I am telling the truth. I notified virtually every media source/personality (by the thousands), universities, and more, I could think of worldwide; whole broadcasting associations; not just individual investigative reporters. Shocked and in disbelief when not one of them; even rag journals didn’t do anything; I began my direct public efforts. But if you have ever had a relative or yourself been chronically ill, you know there are days (sometimes many in a row when you cannot do anything productive but basic bodily functions as you fight just to stay alive).
My efforts even for a healthy citizen, I think would astonish most at how extensive they have been, fax logs of hundreds of notifications to every known office of authority that would have any jurisdiction over such matters in the US; even ones without direct jurisdiction over my personal situation when I became aware these crimes have been in progress in this nation for decades. I am not boasting, I am only explaining that I thoroughly exhausted, legal remedies afforded a citizen, I exhausted media alerts, student alerts (because it is their generation facing such monumental, horrible evil and they have the energy and power to change the world radically for the better; as they mature), and now I am on a worldwide campaign to get the satanic NWO exposed and the fact they have murdered tens of millions of adults worldwide, by placing death squads in local hospitals that select and target their victims, premeditate their murder, then hack them up for their organs and of course lie on death certificates about the cause of death! When and if any whistle blowers go to the media like myself the story is shut down by the NWO control interests, all major media has been consolidated, they only run a story like this if and when it becomes so pervasively known that it exposes the fact they have intentionally been censoring it; which of course exposes to the world that they are all complicit in the slaughter that has been underway for decades and growing in practice worldwide in the name of depopulation. It could happen whether or not you are insured; it could happen to anyone; but satanists enjoy sterilizing, murdering Jews, Christians and their babies most

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2RKsZ5TkzWY, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wa6a7khh_Aw and then pretending like the inoculation they gave your baby that killed him or her wasn't designed to do

so https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6LfipChRciY, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IPBotpbZ1v8. These people are so evil decent citizens cannot comprehend it; well you need to look at what they do and look real hard and realize they do that by the thousands, personally! http://www.100abortionpictures.com/Aborted_Baby_Pictures_Abortion_Photos/ LOOK! these people are that cold-blooded; do you really think that anyone who could do that to infants would have any problem whatsoever murdering adults https://www.google.com/#fp=13d6aa3a7d487f41&q=planned+parenthood+leader+celebrates+with+obama? I have met doctors that are some of the most arrogant, snobbish, self-deluded elitists the world has ever known, so much so they don't even listen to their patients that they look down upon as radically inferior in intelligence and in all respects, these persons are so arrogant, they are a danger to everyone they "treat" because they fail to listen to the person who is telling them specifically what is happening to their own bodies. Why? because eugenec fascist thought through the theory of evolution http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rD5ugw9oiwo,

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4mxXlCZ9mXo&list=PL7F9B57EBDCCCECF8 makes them think the general masses are so inferior, they deserve to die, these are the modern Nazis and they are practicing their evil http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P5pJLLRwiPw across this nation in the modern death processing centers called your local hospitals (especially in the field of psychology/psychiatry - mental health centers https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4C3FLikfzc,

the-holy-bible-all-nations-would-be-deceived-by-pharmaceu/511466405598990 (note atrocities only come to light when surviving tortured victims stand up and speak out). I WILL NOT CEASE UNTIL EVERY LAST ONE OF THEM ARE BEHIND BARS! UNTIL; IF NECESSARY; DUE TO THEIR LACK OF REPENTANCE AND CONTINUED EVIL ACTIONS, DIVINE WRATH SWEEPS THEM ALL OFF THE FACE OF THE EARTH TO PROPERLY FIND THEMSELVES BURNING IN THE EVERLASTING FLAMES OF DAMNATION!!!!!!!!!http://biblehub.com/revelation/20-15.htm

I tell them all; who are doing such evil, REPENT, NOW! or face dire consequences from the Creator you have trampled in your own conscience into thinking doesn't exist!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lf9yzHwOeUc, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XM1g9lQjkWU And to the rest of society; YOU NEED TO RISE UP AND FIGHT FOR YOUR LIVES AND THAT OF YOUR CHILDREN http://www.godempowersyou.com/documentation/A%20PROTEST%20AGAINST%20PSYCHIATRIC%20CAUSED%20DEATHS%20AT%20ST.ELIZABETH'S%20WASHINGTON%20D..pdf FROM THESE INSANE BLOOD-THIRSTY PERSONS! and demand surveillance cameras linked to off-site servers of patient representatives; you need to educate yourself about proper medical procedures (especially any they propose to do to you) and make certain you don't fall for their BULLSHIT any longer when they claim the death or mutilation or sterilization of you or a loved one was "accidental". Christians and anyone with wisdom, do your best not to let anyone (especially physicians touch you or your children that does not proudly profess our Lord Yahoshuah the Messiah, aka Jesus the Christ, as their personal Lord and Savior! (at the very least never leave loved ones unattended in hospitals with complete strangers!) SUE THAT HOSPITAL, THE DOCTORS AND NURSES INVOLVED IN THEIR PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL CAPACITIES, AND DEMAND CRIMINAL PROSECUTION UNTIL THERE IS NOT ONE OF THESE MASS-MURDERING PIECES OF DEMONIC FILTH LOOSE ANYWHERE ON EARTH! You can forgive and pray for their salvation; BUT WE ARE ALL COMMANDED TO ARREST EVIL! (so let such prayers be made while they are all being arrested and rightly locked up for their crimes against humanity!) http://biblehub.com/matthew/18-18.htm I have ceased to appeal to existing authorities as it is clear they are leaving some of the worst criminals in the history of the world go free; so now I appeal to Almighty God; and any and all decent citizens still remaining in our nation and around the world. Please join me now in fervent and zealous prayer that our Creator would restore sanity to humanity; and righteousness, honor and integrity to us all; especially in all offices and positions of public trust; in which I have only been met with such terrible betrayal, corruption, ignorance, apathy and deplorable evil in recent history. GOD! WE NEED YOU! WE WANT YOU! HEED OUR CRY! LORD YAHOSHUAH! PLEASE HEAL OUR LAND AND THE WHOLE WORLD; ACCORDING TO YOUR WORD! http://biblehub.com/2_chronicles/7-14.htm
Wow
Sad
Angry

**Michael Swenson** I can't believe people are still talking about unarmed protests! YOUR LIVES AND THAT OF YOUR CHILDREN ARE UNDER ATTACK!!!!!!! UNLESS YOU PLAN ON A NATIONWIDE SHUT DOWN OF ALL SERVICES (MAKING GOVERNMENT COMPLETELY INEFFECTIVE UNTIL THOSE WITH THE GUNS ARREST THE INФILTRATORS) THEN AN UNARMED PROTEST IS USELESS! TREASONOUS POLITICIANS IN THE EXECUTIVE, LEGISLATIVE, AND JUDICIAL BRANCHES NEED TO FIND THEMSELVES UNDER CITIZENS ARREST! (TO BE DEPOSED) AND AN UNARMED DEMONSTRATION ISN'T GOING TO CUT IT! THE TIME IS PAST GENTLEMEN, WAR HAS BEEN DECLARED AGAINST US AND OUR NATION! OUR ENEMIES NEED TO SEE MASS MILLIONS WHO LOOK LIKE THIS: [http://i50.tinypic.com/o5yp9v.gif](http://i50.tinypic.com/o5yp9v.gif)
Michael Swenson  https://www.facebook.com/.../a.153781.../883238818389413/...
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